SLAVERY WAS AND REMAINS A PRODUCT OF
TRAUMA-BONDING, SO IS RACISM, SEXISM,
HOMPOPHOBIA AND SEX-TRAFFICKING.
There are many narcissists in politics, in the entertainment
industry and other areas of our lives. Narcissism is not
new. What is new is the transparency of its symptoms and
what we as a nation have been exposed to regarding the
inclination of the survivor (us) to want to fix the problem.
However, for narcissists there is no problem. So once
again, we are confronted by choices, by free will, by selfexamination, by accountability and responsibility if and
when we are fortunate enough to retain those freedoms
which is why the work being done to dismantle and
disassemble them is so striking now. And why there has
always been opposition to begin with.
In any aspect of the political arena, patriarchy still controls
us with the historical imprint of narcissists, sociopaths and
psychopaths. While voting it is up to you to change this
paradigm: Get rid of the infantilism. Get rid of the rageaholic. Get rid of the manipulations and the trauma
bonding you signed up for when you voted against your
well-being and the well-being of humanity [all sentient
beings.]
"The problem, of course, is that a narcissist can’t be fixed
because he was never right to begin with. In essence, the
narcissist isn’t really broken at all. He [or she!] simply is
what he is and what he is no good. Why can’t we

disconnect from the Bad Man [or woman]? Well, there is
an answer to this for those who seek a deeper
psychological reason for the suffering and its condition."
~ NPD
My own opinion is many of us must re-think politics; the
politics of interpersonal relations, the politics of socioeconomic relations and the politics of citizenship and
democracy. ~ Kaolin

